Feature

- All wetted parts are made of NEW PFA and PTFE suitable for use in high purity and high corrosive chemical handling applications.
- Compact, light and high reliable design.

Specifications

Type: PAV
Operation method: Manual
Connecting method: Tube fitting (Super 300 type fitting)
Max operation pressure: 0.3MPaG [42.66PSIG]
Max operation temperature: 80°C [176°F]
Ambient temperature: 60°C [140°F]
Fluid: Chemical & DI water liquids.

Operation pressure and Temperature range

![Graph showing pressure and temperature range]

Super fittings are also available.
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*Specifications and dimensions are subject to change without prior notice.
*The data on this catalogue are solely for your reference and are not to be construed as constituting a warranty.
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CAUTION

Follow the instructions before installation and operation, for your safety.